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Abstract. The subject of this article is a description of Polish inflection
in the form of a relational database. The description has been developed
for a grammatical dictionary of Polish that aims at complete inflectional
characterisation of all Polish lexemes.
We show some complexities of the Polish inflectional system for various
grammatical classes. Then we present a relatively compact relational
model which can be used to describe Polish inflection in a uniform way.
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Introduction

Grammatical Dictionary of Polish [1, henceforth: SGJP] aims at providing a
description of Polish inflection as complete as possible. Although the dictionary
is large (about 180,000 lexemes, 3,600,000 orthographic words), it does not of
course include all Polish words, as new words continuously enter the language.
It is hoped, however, that the dictionary includes all reasonably frequent words
and all possible inflectional patterns for all inflecting lexemes of Polish.
The idea of SGJP was conceived by Saloni under the influence of Zalizniak’s
grammatical dictionary of Russian [2]. SGJP is based on numerous earlier works:
Tokarski’s and Saloni’s work on Polish inflectional suffixes [3], Saloni’s description of Polish verbs [4, 5], Gruszczyński’s description of Polish nouns [6], Wołosz’s
morphological data [7] and some other.
The scope of the dictionary is complete morphological characterisation and
basic syntactic characterisation of Polish words. For each lexeme all its inflected
forms are given with values of all morphological categories (categories for which
given lexeme inflects). Moreover values of some syntactic features are provided:
gender for nouns, aspect for verbs, required case for prepositions. The dictionary
also contains some links between lexemes, e.g., between elements of aspectual
pairs for verbs, between a verb and its nominal derivatives (gerund and participles), between adjectives and adverbs derived from them, between positive,
comparative, and superlative adjectives.
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Fig. 1. The interface of Grammatical Dictionary of Polish

In SGJP the inflection is described according to theoretical decisions set in
the above-mentioned linguistic works. Since we do not concentrate on phonological issues and our approach is paradigm-centric, the commonly used two-level
morphology model [8] seems not appropriate. The model used by Wołosz [7]
(which derives from Prószéky’s ideas, cf. [9]) is based on similar assumptions
as SGJP, but its drawback is complexity. To verify the description of any given
lemma in this model one needs to understand quite complex system of constraints
placed on word formation. The description used in SGJP, however, should be
easy to use for involved linguists (including students, not necessarily with a formal background). One of the design goals is also to minimise the number of
needed inflectional patterns. On the other hand, the description does not have
to directly lead to fast tools for analysis or synthesis. The data can be converted
to a finite state transducer afterwards (this is what we actually do).
Due to the large amount of data involved SGJP is being worked on using
relational database machinery. A question arises whether it is possible to model
the inflection according to the set rules within the relational model. Such a
possibility would mean the whole work on the dictionary could be done with
database tools alone. Otherwise the database would be merely a means of storage
while some other facilities would be needed, e.g., to generate all inflected forms
from dictionary data.
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Fig. 2. The schema of the dictionary database (slightly simplified)

In the following, we give an affirmative answer to this question and present a
relational model of SGJP (we assume some basic knowledge of relational modelling from the reader).
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The model

For the user, SGJP has the form of a dedicated interface program (cf. Fig. 1).
The data in the backend is represented as a relational database—the program
communicates with the database in SQL. In this section we will briefly present
the schema of this database.
The central entity is Lexeme (cf. Fig. 2). It is the basic unit of description in
the dictionary.1 Its attributes include a numerical ID (which is the primary key),
the lemma (base form) and a homonym number hom (these two attributes form
an alternate key). Other attributes are the grammatical class (part of speech)
pos and several attributes needed to present the entry to the user: labels, glosses,
comments, source, and so on. Although the attributes are quite numerous, the
most important for the present article are the ID and pos.
In the works of Tokarski, Saloni, and Gruszczyński inflection is described by
means of inflectional patterns. Consider all inflected forms of a Polish lexeme. In
majority of cases, all the forms share a common first part (and in the remaining
1

Lexeme is not identical with an entry in the list of entries of the dictionary. A
Lexeme may be represented by several entries. In one of the user-selectable views of
the interface all inflected forms are used as entries.
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cases we assume this part to be empty). We shall call this common part a stem
and the rest of each form an ending.2 To describe inflection of a lexeme we have
to state its stem and the inflectional pattern containing all respective endings.
Inflectional patterns are modelled here with entities Pattern and Ending. Patterns are identified with patternIDs and classified with the attribute pat_type,
whose role will be explained in section 4. For each instance of Pattern we have
several instances of Ending with the respective endings as the value of the attribute ending.
For the sake of compactness Endings describe only what we call basic inflected
forms. Other inflected forms are generated from the basic ones in a way which
does not depend on the lexeme’s inflectional pattern, but depends on the grammatical class, and so will be discussed for each class separately in the following
sections. The mapping between basic inflected forms and the remaining ones is
provided by the entity Form.
Sometimes it is necessary to assign more than one Pattern to a Lexeme. For
that reason patternID is not an attribute of Lexeme. A separate entity Inflection
models the many-to-many relationship between Lexemes and Patterns.
Entity Link is used to represent the links between Lexemes mentioned in the
introduction. The attribute link_type describes type of the relation modelled by
the given Link.
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Adjectives

We start with presentation of adjectives since they provide the simplest example
of distinction between basic inflected forms and inflected forms.
Adjectives in SGJP are described according to the principles set in the work
of Tokarski [3]. A typical Polish adjective can be realised (represented) in texts
by any of 11 shapes (orthographic words). However, if we try to attach the values
of case, number, and gender to these shapes we end up with 7 × 2 × 9 = 126
combinations.3
To make this plethora of forms manageable, inflectional patterns for adjectives describe only 11 basic inflected forms whose basic form tag bafotag is a
number from 1 to 11. So for each adjectival Pattern the entity Ending has 11
instances.4
These basic forms are mapped to actual inflected forms by the instances of the
entity Form. For example, the basic form with bafotag of 2 (e.g., białego) can be
interpreted as genitive singular of any masculine or neuter gender or accusative
singular of masculine personal or masculine animal genders, cf. Table 1. This
mapping is universal to all adjectival patterns.
Some additional flexibility is present in this scheme thanks to the use of the
mapping attribute of Form. This attribute selects which of the various presenta2

3

Quite commonly these parts are not what could be called a stem or an ending from
the morphological point of view.
A rather detailed system of 9 genders for Polish is used in SGJP. It includes masculine personal m1 (e.g., profesor ), animal m2 (pies), inanimate m3 (stół ); neuter n1
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Table 1. Instances of the entity Form for adjectival forms with basic form tag 2
pos
adj
adj
adj
adj
adj
adj
adj

bafotag
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

tag
sg:gen:m1
sg:gen:m2
sg:gen:m3
sg:gen:n1
sg:gen:n2
sg:acc:m1
sg:acc:m2

tions of forms is delivered to the user. This applies to lexemes of all grammatical
classes. We use three mappings in SGJP. The one presented above is used to
show all inflected forms to the user. In fact, the tags used in this mapping are
different than those shown in the table above since, e.g., the inflection tables
for adjectives are presented in a slightly compacted form and do not have 126
cells (as can be seen in Fig. 1). The second mapping includes only basic inflected
forms, so it shows the real representation of inflectional patterns to the user. The
third one is used to generate all forms necessary for searching in the dictionary.
This includes some forms which are not normally displayed, but to which the
program should react when typed in the search window (e.g., negated gerunds).
An additional mapping is used to convert the dictionary to the form used by the
morphological analyser Morfeusz [12].
The key point of these remarks is that providing another view of data is
rather trivial since the interface of SGJP is driven by the contents of the table
Form.

4

Nouns

Inflection of Polish nouns is described in SGJP in a more complicated way.
Inflectional patterns for nouns constructed according to the simple stem-ending
rule would be very numerous. However, some of them differ in a very regular
manner. For example we can find triples of nouns of all masculine genders which
differ only in forms of the accusative case and presence of a special form of
nominative plural for masculine personal nouns. This applies for example to
nouns płetwonurek m1, skowronek m2, and nagłówek m3. The following rule
works for all masculine Polish nouns: accusative singular is equal to genitive
for gender m1 and m2, and to nominative for m3; accusative plural is equal to
genitive for gender m1 and to nominative for m2 and m3. It makes sense to have
only one inflectional pattern for these lexemes [13, 14]. For that reason accusative
forms are not included in the set of basic inflected forms for nouns. The right

4

(dziecko), n2 (okno); feminine f (wanna); plurale tantum p1 (państwo), p2 (drzwi),
and p3 (spodnie); cf. [10, 11].
In fact up to 4 more basic forms are used to account for some additional forms
present only for some adjectives.
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infl_char

pos
subst
subst
subst
subst
subst
subst
subst
subst
subst
subst

pat_type

Table 2. Accusative singular Forms of nouns are generated from basic forms with
different bafotags depending on pattern type (pat_type) and gender (infl_char).

m
m
m
f
n
n
n
n
n
0

m1
m2
m3
any
m1
m2
m3
n1
n2
any

bafotag
sg:gen
sg:gen
sg:nom
sg:acc
sg:gen
sg:gen
sg:nom
sg:nom
sg:nom
lemma

tag
sg:acc
sg:acc
sg:acc
sg:acc
sg:acc
sg:acc
sg:acc
sg:acc
sg:acc
sg:acc

form of accusative is created depending on the value of infl_char attribute, which
for nouns carries the value of gender.
The next complication is introduced by masculine personal nouns, which
have two possible forms of nominative plural differentiated with the value of
depreciativity [15]. For example nominative plural of the noun płetwonurek has a
neutral variant płetwonurkowie and a stylistically marked (depreciative) variant
płetwonurki. The only possible form for gender m2 and m3 has the same ending
as the depreciative form for m1. For that reason we have two basic inflected
forms for nominative plural. Both are used for masculine personal nouns, and
only the second for the remaining masculine genders.
Unfortunately the above remarks do not apply to feminine nouns. Those have
a specific form of singular accusative which has to be noted explicitly. Moreover,
in Polish we have some masculine nouns which inflect in a way so similar to
feminine nouns that it makes sense to have a common pattern for the two (e.g.,
poeta m1 ‘poet’ inflects almost exactly in the same way as kobieta f ‘woman’).
Moreover for some feminine nouns we need to account for two regular variants
of genitive plural (e.g., funkcji /funkcyj ).
Yet another set of basic inflected forms is needed for neuter nouns, since for
them accusative and vocative is always equal to nominative in both numbers.
Also there exist masculine (personal) nouns which inflect similarly to neuter
nouns (e.g., the p2 plurale tantum noun mistrzostwa has the same forms as
dynamo n2 in plural).
To account for these phenomena we introduce types of inflectional patterns
differentiated with the attribute pat_type of Pattern. This attribute together
with the gender contained in the infl_char of a given Inflection selects the right
instance of Form. Three pattern types have been introduced for masculine, feminine, and neuter type of inflection (not gender). One more type is used for “noninflecting” nouns, which have just one shape used for all grammatical forms. As
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an example, the Table 2 lists instances of Form for singular accusative forms of
various pattern types. The complete list of basic inflected forms for nouns (or
more precisely their bafotags) used for various types of inflection pat_type is
presented in Table 3.
Table 3. The sets of basic inflected forms (bafotags) used for various pattern types
pat_type.

bafotags

pat_type

m
sg:nom
sg:gen
sg:dat
sg:inst
sg:loc
sg:voc
pl:nom:m1
pl:nom:m2
pl:gen

pl:dat
pl:inst
pl:loc

f
sg:nom
sg:gen
sg:dat
sg:acc
sg:inst
sg:voc
pl:nom:m1
pl:nom:m2
pl:gen:funi
pl:gen:fnuni
pl:gen:m
pl:dat
pl:inst
pl:loc

n
sg:nom
sg:gen
sg:dat
sg:inst
sg:loc
pl:nom
pl:gen:m
pl:gen:n
pl:dat
pl:inst
pl:loc

A word of explanation is due as for why infl_char is an attribute of Inflection
and not of Lexeme. There are nouns in Polish whose gender is not stable. For
example the noun człowieczysko can be reasonably included both in the m1
and n2 class. Similarly cabernet can be m2, m3, or n2. In this case we choose
to have one Lexeme with multiple Inflections differing in gender. Of course for
regular homonyms (e.g., bokser m1 ‘boxer (athlete)’, m2 ‘bulldog’, and m3 ‘type
of engine’) SGJP has separate Lexemes.

5

Verbs

The main feature which determines the set of forms of a typical Polish verb is its
aspect. Present tense in indicative mood, adverbial simultaneous participle, and
adjectival active participle are specific to imperfective verbs. Perfective verbs
form simple future tense and adverbial anterior participle. For that reason in
our model aspect is kept in the infl_char attribute for verbs.
Verbal forms are very numerous (and, not like in the case of adjectives, this
means numerous different orthographic words). Fortunately they can be easily derived from twelve basic inflected forms [16]. For example the basic form
denoted with bafotag of 10 is used to create the impersonal past form (e.g.,
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wiedzion-o) and all forms of the passive adjectival participle except for m1 nominative plural (e.g., wiedzion-y, wiedzion-e, wiedzion-a, . . . , wiedzion-ych). We
construct verbal forms from the stem specific to a Lexeme, ending specific to the
basic inflected form, and suffix5 characteristic for a Form. For the verb wieść (‘to
lead’) used above the stem is wi-, the ending 10 is -edzion-, and the suffixes are
marked in the above examples.
Some verbal forms, namely the negated gerunds and adjectival participles, are
formed by prepending the prefix nie to the affirmative forms. For that purpose
we use the attribute prefix of Form. The prefix and suffix is empty for other classes
except for superlative degree of adjectives which is formed with prefix naj.
The Table 4 presents examples of Forms derived from basic inflected form 10.

bafotag

any
any
any
any
any
any
any

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

v
v
v
v
v
v
v

any
any
any
any
any
any
any

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

v

any

10

tag
imps
ppas:sg:nom:m1:aff
ppas:sg:nom:m2:aff
ppas:sg:nom:m3:aff
ppas:sg:nom:n1:aff
ppas:sg:nom:n2:aff
ppas:sg:nom:f:aff
...
ppas:pl:loc:p3:aff
ppas:sg:nom:m1:neg
ppas:sg:nom:m2:neg
ppas:sg:nom:m3:neg
ppas:sg:nom:n1:neg
ppas:sg:nom:n2:neg
ppas:sg:nom:f:neg
...
ppas:pl:loc:p3:neg

suffix

infl_char

v
v
v
v
v
v
v

prefix

pos

Table 4. Verbal Forms generated from basic inflected form 10: finite impersonal past
form, affirmative and negated forms of passive adjectival participle.

o
y
y
y
e
e
a

nie
nie
nie
nie
nie
nie

ych
y
y
y
e
e
a

nie

ych

The class of verbs includes some lexemes with very non-typical inflection.
These include verbs like powinien (‘ought to’) which has very limited set of forms
as well as pseudo-verbs which do not inflect for person (braknie (‘it lacks’), warto
‘it is worth’). For these groups separate pattern types have been introduced.
5

The terms prefix and suffix are used here in the technical (and not linguistic) meaning
of an arbitrary first (respectively last) part of a string.
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Other Grammatical Classes

The class of numerals is very small, only 92 Lexemes in SGJP, but very irregular.
It includes numerals which do not inflect at all (e.g., pół ), those which inflect only
for gender (e.g., półtora), those inflecting for gender and case, and finally those
which inflect for gender, case, and the category of accomodability which specifies
whether given form agrees with the noun (e.g., in the phrase dwaj chłopcy ‘two
boys’) or requires the noun to be in genitive (dwóch chłopców, ‘two boys’, both
examples are nominative) [17].
Inflectional patterns for numerals of each of these four groups belong to a
separate pattern type in our description.
Lexemes traditionally described as nominal, adjectival, adverbial, and numeral pronouns are treated in SGJP as regular nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and
numerals [18]. The class of pronouns is limited to personal pronouns (including
the reflective pronoun się). These lexemes cannot be treated as nouns since they
have no value of gender assigned. Moreover some of them have special forms
depending on whether they appear on an accented position in the sentence (e.g.,
ciebie vs. cię) or whether they appear after a preposition (e.g., jego vs. niego).
We need three separate pattern types to describe Polish personal pronouns.
The dictionary lists as well non-inflecting lexemes, which is rather trivial. An
interesting point is however that some prepositions have two forms depending
on phonological features of the following word (e.g., w and we). We obviously
use a dedicated inflectional pattern for these lexemes.

7

Conclusion

It may seem that with the given simple construction of inflectional patterns the
description of inflection is almost trivial. However, numerous issues which need
to be taken into the account show that this is not the case.
In general, an inflected form in our model consists of four parts: prefix, stem,
ending, and suffix controlled by several entities of the model. Each of these parts
can be empty. However, since the mapping from Endings to Forms is universal,
this complexity does not influence the process of adding new lexemes or verifying
the existing description. These tasks can be successfully performed on the limited
set of basic inflected forms, which are built only from a stem and an ending.
The Table 5 presents numbers of Patterns needed for various grammatical
classes in the dictionary. Without the mechanism of reusing nominal patterns
for various genders, we would need 1086 nominal patterns to describe all lexemes
currently present in our database (46% more patterns). If verbs of different aspect
were to require separate patterns, 384 verbal ones would be needed (79% more).
Due to irregularities in Polish inflection there exist numerous Patterns which
are needed for only one Lexeme.
The presented model covers all inflectional phenomena accounted for in SGJP.
The model features a rather dense net of relations but still it is rather compact
and manageable. In particular it provides a unified method of generating forms
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Table 5. The number of inflectional patterns needed for respective grammatical classes
in SGJP.
adjectives
nouns
verbs
numerals
pronouns

71
744
214
45
6

of a lexeme of any grammatical class although the inflectional patterns for particular classes are constructed in a substantially different way.
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